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Through the use of laser-inducedfluorescencespectroscopy,product rotational population
distributions were recorded for the Ba(‘+S,) + HI(X’Z + ) -+BaI(X*X+,U = 0) + H(*S,,, )
reaction under well-defined,crossed-beamconditions. In this kinematically constrained
reaction, orbital angular momentum of the reagentsL, is channeledalmost exclusively into
rotational angular momentum of the products Jprod. Consequently, 1Jprod1z,uv,,, 6, where p is
the reducedmass of the reactants,v,,~is their relative velocity, and b is the impact parameter
of the reactive collision. For relative velocity distributions with mean valuesranging from 860
to 1000m s - ‘, the BaI v = 0 rotational distributions were found to peak sharply at high J
values ( Z 420). Nonlinear least-squaresanalysisshowed the specific opacity function (impact
parameterdistribution) for the formation of vibrationless BaI product to be exceptionally
narrow ( -0.3 A FWHM) with a pronouncedmaximum at the highest energeticallyallowed
impact parameter -4.5 A.

Ba(‘S,) +HI(X’Z+)-+BaI(X*2+)

I. INTRODUCTION

The modern scienceof molecular reaction dynamics is a
multifaceted one, with the continuous developmentof experimental techniques intertwined with the ever more sophisticatednature of theoretical methodologies.At the most
rudimentary level are studiesthat entail the measurementof
macroscopicquantities, such as reaction rates and crosssections, fully averagedover all initial and final statesas well as
over all collision energiesand geometries.More refined results are provided by differential angular distributions,’
with complementaryinformation derivedfrom the specification of initial reagent state and the determination of final
product-statedistributions. 2 The most sophisticatedand detailed knowledge of reactive processesis obtained from
“doubly differential cross sections,” in which the angular
and state distributions of product molecules are measured
simultaneously.3Perhapseven more daunting is the task of
observing directly the transition state;47sclearly such realtime studies, which are only crudely developedat present,
point toward improved understandingof chemical transformations at their most fundamental level.
This paper reports on a recent seriesof measurements
that strive for the sametype of highly refined information as
provided by doubly differential cross sections. Our experimental studiescombine the high resolution of laserspectroscopy with the translational control afforded by molecular
beam techniquesto obtain an extraordinarily detailed picture of elementary gas-phasereaction dynamics. Through
systematicexamination of the reaction system
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+H(‘S,,,),
(1)

where all speciesare in their ground electronic states, we
have determinedthe probability of reaction to form a specific product internal state as a function of the impact parameter b, definedas the distanceof closestapproach for a hypothetical undeflected trajectory of the colliding reagents.‘*6
An average is normally performed over this fundamental
dependenceof reactivity on b in state-to-statemeasurements
that do not include analysisof angular distributions. Elucidation of the subtle relationship between initial impact parameter and final product state provides an opportunity to
explore, at a hitherto unprecedentedlevel of sophistication,
the influence that reagentstereospecificity (i.e., reagentapproach geometry) exerts upon the dynamics of elementary
bimolecular reactions.
Although the conceptual and theoretical foundations
required to extract impact parameter information from isolated atom-diatom exchange reactions were recognized
some time ago,’ only recently have technological developments made the experimentalmeasurementof such quantities tractable. With laser-inducedfluorescence(LIF) spectroscopy serving as a quantum-state-specific probe of
BaI (X *2 + ) product molecules,we have been able to exploit the kinematic (mass-dependent)constraint imposed
on the Ba(‘S,,) + HI(X *X+ ) system to examine the detailed dependenceof reactivity upon reagent approach geometry. Initial experiments,performedin our laboratory under beam-gas conditions,8 successfully measured the
velocity- and orientation-averageddistribution of b values
responsiblefor the formation of BaI in v = 8. Assuming that
no energybarrier exists in the entrancechannel of the reaction and that no explicit dependenceof reactivity on velocity
needsto be taken into account,Noda et a1.8 found the impact
parameter distribution to peak strongly at b = 2.6 A with a
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narrow width of approximately 1.0 A.
The limited rangeof impact parametersthat contribute
to the formation of BaI product in u = 8 can be attributed to
kinematic and energy-balancerequirements.A simple model, basedon constantproduct recoil energy,was put forward
to rationalize these observations.’Nevertheless,the broad
distribution of reagent translational energiesproduced by
beam-gasexperimentalconditions, as well as the inability to
vary this distribution significantly, severelyrestricted the interpretation of theseearly studies. In particular, no detailed
information on the velocity dependenceof the reagent impact parameterdistribution could be obtained.
A more detailed understandingof the role that initial
approach geometry plays in governing the outcome of a
chemical transformation requires greater control over the
relative collision energyof the reactants.Consequently,the
presentwork exploited a crossed-beamexperimentalconfiguration, in which beams of Ba( ‘S,) and HI(X ‘2 + ) are
made to interact under well-defined,single-collision conditions. By determining internal-statepopulations for the nascent BaI (X ‘2 + ) moleculesthrough the detailedanalysisof
high-resolution LIF spectra,we have beenable to ascertain
the distributions of reagent impact parametersresponsible
for the formation of individual product vibrational states.
The following section reviews the theoretical foundations that permit reagentimpact parameter information to
be deducedfrom the internal-state distributions of nascent
product molecules.Here specialemphasisis placedupon the
validity and rigor of such argumentsasapplied to the present
crossed-beaminvestigations.After a brief description of experimental techniques,we interpret the results derived from
our spectroscopicmeasurementsin terms of the energetic
and kinematic constraints that govern the Ba + HI system.
In particular, this work has enabledthe detailed characterization of reagentimpact parametersresponsiblefor the formation of vibrationless BaI(X ‘2 + ) product molecules.
This information, when combined and contrasted with the
data obtained from previous beam-gas studies, suggestsa
simple impulsive model for the scattering dynamics of the
Ba + HI reaction.
II. THEORETICAL

FOUNDATIONS

Contemporary studies of reaction dynamics ignore, for
the most part, the detailed dependenceof reaction cross section on both reagentimpact parameterb and relative reagent
orientation y. Although orientation specificity has been
demonstratedby selectivelypreparing reagentmoleculesusing either external field interactions”‘-‘* or optical pumping
schemes,‘3-‘5control over the choice of impact parameterin
a bimolecular collision is currently beyond the scopeof experimental abilities. Consequently, the observed reaction
cross section 0( u,, ) for some initial relative velocity, u,,,,
can be expressedas an averageover both b and y, each
weighted by an appropriate distribution function [viz., 2?rb
andf( y) , respectively1,
Q(U,, 1 =

P(b,u,,, ,r>f( y)dy 2rd db,

(2)

J-I
b Y
where P(b,u,,,,y), known as the total opacityfunction, de-
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scribes the overall reaction probability for a given set of b,
urel9 and y. It must be stressedthat the averagingprocedure
embodiedin this equation causesa loss of stereospecificinformation, which, in turn, hinders a microscopic interpretation for a( u,, ).
As first suggestedby Herschbach,’the seemingly unavoidableaveragingover b can be circumvented, under appropriate experimental conditions, so as to glimpse the detailed role that the reagent impact parameter plays in
governingthe outcome of a reactive encounter.Here a kinematically constrained reaction is chosen in which a heavy
atom H collides with a heavy-light diatomic molecule H’L
to produce a heavy-heavy diatomic molecule HH’ and a
light atom L,
H + H’L+HH’ + L.
(3)
Owing to the unique masscombination of such systems,the
reagentorbital angularmomentum Lreagis conservedalmost
exclusively as product rotational angular momentum Jpro,,,
L rag -J
(4)
prod*
is
related
to
b
through
the
reduced
The magnitude of Lreag
massp and relative velocity u,,, of the reagents,
(5)
Lag I =we,b.
Measurement of rotational distributions for the HH’ diatomic product, at known u,~,,enablesthe relative impact
parameterto be extracted. In particular, the specificopacity
function P, (b,u,,, ,y), which describesthe reactive impact
parameter distribution responsible for the formation of
product moleculeswithin a single vibrational state u, can be
determined.The total opacity function appearingin Eq. ( 2 )
can be recastas a sum of P, ( b,urel,r> over all final vibrational statesof the product,
(6)
P(b,u,, ,Y) = C P, (he, ,y).
”
The detailedshapeof P, (b,u,,, ,y) thus providesa direct
view of the intimate relationship between the initial approach geometryof the reactantsand the final-statedistribution of the products, as mediated by the potential energy
surface or surfacesthat govern a particular chemical reaction.
Although the complete determination of specific opacity functions is a fundamental, longstanding goal of our
researchefforts, experimentallimitations usually require the
definition of quantities more averagedthan P, (b,u,] ,y) . In
particular, if no attempt is madeto control the relative orientation of the reagents,an orientation-averagedspecific opacity function, P, (b,u,, ), must be considered,

P,(b,u,,,1 = s P,(b,u,,,,yMy)dy.
Y

(7)

Similarly, for experimentsbasedupon a broad distribution of reagentcollision energies,a velocity- and orientationaveragedspecific opacity function P, (b) is most appropriate,
(8)
f’, (bare,~)f(~)d~f(u,,, M+,, t
ss“d Y
wheref( u,, ) denotesthe distribution of relative velocities
for the reagents.Note that the ure,dependenceof the specific
P,(b) =
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opacity function can be probedevenin the absenceof a truly
monoenergeticdistribution of relative reagentvelocities. In
particular, such information can be obtained by systematically varyingf( u,, ) [cf. Eq. (8) ] and observingthe effecton
P, (6).
The Ba( ‘S, ) + HI(X ‘Z + > reaction provides a prototypical exampleof the H + H’L atom-diatom exchangeprocessesrequired for the extraction of specific opacity functions. The origin and rigor of the kinematic constraint
imposed upon this system can be succinctly demonstrated
through direct application of angular momentum conservation to the reagentsand products of an isolatedbimolecular
collision,
L reag
+ J,,

= &rod + J,, 9

(9)

where J, and Jproddenotevectorial sums of angular momenta (e.g., rotational, electron-orbital, electron-spin,nuclear-spin, etc.) within the reagentsand products, respectively. Whereasthe valuesof Jr-g and J,,, must be derived
from a detailed spectroscopicanalysis of internal-state distributions, the correspondingorbital angularmomentaLreag
and Lprodfollow from the translational dynamicsof the reactive scatteringevent [cf. Eq. (5) 1.
For the Ba( ‘S,,> + HI(X ‘Z + ) system,J,, can be expressedformally as the vectorial sum of J,, and J,, . The ‘S,
electronic state of the atomic barium reagentimmediately
suggeststhat JBa = 0.r6 The HI utilized for the presentstudies was prepared via a well-defined supersonic expansion
that produceda beam of reactant moleculesin their X ‘Z +
ground state.Becausethis electronic manifold has no intrinsic spin or orbital angular momentum,” only rotational motion can contribute to J,, . Although not directly determined, the effective temperatures for vibrational and
rotational degreesof freedom in our HI(X ‘Z + ) source
must be somewherebetweenthe stagnationtemperaturefor
the supersonicnozzle ( -323 K) and the experimentally
measuredtranslational temperaturefor the beam (~20 K);
valuescloser to the lower bound are much more probable.
For both of theselimiting cases,the large vibrational constant (w, = 2309.01 cm - ’) r* requiresessentiallyall molecules to be in their lowest vibrational state. The rotational
and centrifugal distortion constants for the u = 0 level of
(B, = 6.4264 cm - ‘, De = 2.069
HI (X ‘Z + j
x 10- 4 cm - ’>I8 yield averagerotation angular momenta
of approximately 5 fi at 323 K and 0.75 fi at 20 K. When
comparedwith the magnitudesand uncertaintiesascribedto
other quantities involved in the kinematic constraint, JHI
can be set approximately equal to zero such that
J reag
=

J,, + Jw -0.

(10)

In a similar manner, the internal angular momentum of
the products Jprodcan be expressedas the vectorial sum of
J, and JBaI. The departing hydrogen atom is formed in its
2S,,2 ground electronic state, where (J, 1= 1 fi. For the
BaI (X *8 -I-) product, the angular momentum derived from
electron spin (viz., IS’]= 4 fi) coupleswith that arising from
the end-over-endmotion of the nuclear framework, to yield
half-integral valuesfor the rotational quantum numbers.”
The small rotational constantsthat characterizethe ground-

state potential surface of this heavy-heavy diatomic species*’ suggestthat even moderate partitioning of available
energyinto product rotation will translate into a significant
amount of storedangularmomentum. SinceJaaI can readily
approachseveralhundredfi in magnitude,it is quite reasonable to assumethat
J Prod = J, + Jm =JBaI,

(11)

where the value of JBal must be determined from detailed
analysisof the rotational statepopulationsin the nascentBaI
product molecules.
The partitioning of angular momentum within translational degreesof freedom can be deducedfrom the definitions of )L,, ) and 1L,, 1as provided by Eq. ( 5 ) . For the
Ba + HI system, the vastly different values for the reduced
masses of the reactants and the products (viz.,
pBaeHI= 66.36amu and pUBaI-n
= 1DO4amu) imply a considerable difference betweenthe magnitudes of the correspondingorbital angular momenta. This characteristic feature forms the basisof the kinematic constraint and is readily
confirmed through simple model calculations. Assuming a
maximum reagentimpact parameterof - 5 A, which yields
a very reasonablehard-spherereactive cross section of approximately 80 A’ (Ref. 21), the averagerelative velocity
attained during the present crossed-beam study [e.g.,
I&., (Ba-HI) = 900 m s- ‘1 suggeststhat (LreagI = 470 fi.
This crude estimatefor the angular momentum of the reactants [cf. Eqs. (9) and (10) ] is quite comparable to that
observedin the rotational state distributions of the nascent
BaI product molecules.
A similar calculation for the orbital angular momentum
of the products is complicated by the lack of any detailed
experimentalinformation on either the final recoil energyor
the departingimpact parameter.Although the magnitudeof
u,, (BaI-H) is expectedto be small,** the hypothetical situation obtainedwhen all availableenergyis channeleddirectly into translational motion of the products is interesting to
consider.By combining the recently determinedreaction exoergicity of AE = 7.3 f 2.0 kcal mol - ’ (Ref. 23) with our
measured average translational energy for the reactants
[viz., 8,, (Ba-HI) = 7.54 kcal mol- ‘1, this limiting case
yields a maximum possible recoil velocity of
u,, (BaI-H) = 1.1X lo4 m s- I. Substituting this quantity
into an expressionanalogousto that of Eq. ( 5) and assuming
that the final impact parameter is comparable to the H-I
bond distance [i.e., r, (HI) = 1.604b;],I* it is readily shown
that IL,, ) z-25 fi. This minute result and the fact that theoretica19V22
and experimenta121V23
studies point to only slight
partitioning of availableenergyinto product translation lead
to the justifiable approximation that

lLprod
I =a

(12)

The abovediscussionof angular momentum partitioning has served to elucidate the microscopic origins of the
kinematic constraint imposedupon the Ba + HI system.In
particular, the fundamental relationship employed for our
extraction of specific opacity function information from reactive scatteringdata can be readily derived from the conservation law of Eq. (9),
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IL,,1 =~CIB.-Hrurel(Ba-HI)b~lJ,,I=:IJ,,,I.
(13)
Further corroboration of Eq. ( 13) can be found in the semiclassical trajectory studies performed by Siegel and
Schultz*’ on the analogous, albeit less constrained,
Ba + HCl + BaCl + H reaction. This work revealed an exceptionally strong linear correlation between ILrap 1 and
1J,, 1 that was only slightly influenced by details of the
potential energy surface used to model the chemical transformation. Trajectory calculations conducted in our laboratory on the Ba + HI system have also pointed to a neardirect channeling of L,, into J,, .” Similar results follow
from the analytical scattering dynamics of a crude collinear
approximation to the Ba + HI hypersurface.26Here massweighted cluster coordinatesz7yield a skew angle of 86.33”,
which suggestsessentially complete transformation of reagent orbital angular momentum into rotational motion of
the diatomic product.’
A rigorous application of angular momentum conservation principles would require the kinematic constraint to be
formulated in terms of total internal angular momentum F,
rather than only the “rotational” angular momentum J.
Here, by definition, F is given by the vectorial sum of J and
the nuclear spin angular momentum I. The experimental
uncertainties ascribed to the various quantities involved in
the presentstudy, however, argue against this additional level of complexity. Therefore, the ensuing analysis is based
exclusively on the angular momentum J with nuclear spin
degreesof freedom justifiably neglected. This procedure is
tantamount to assumingthat nuclear spin acts as a “spectator” in the Ba + HI reaction system.28
Ill. EXPERIMENT

The apparatus and techniquesused in our investigation
of the Ba + HI reaction system are described elsewhere.23
Only a summary of the most relevant experimental details is
presentedhere.
All experimentswere performed in a crossed-beamreaction chamber designed to permit the intersection of “effusive” barium and supersonichydrogen iodide beamsat a 90”
geometry. Extensive use of differential pumping ensured
that high-vacuum ( - 10 - ’ Torr), single-collision conditions were maintained in the interaction region. A slightly
supersonic beam of Ba( ‘S,, > was produced by collimating
the output of a radiatively heated crucible ( - 1350K) containing barium metal. The HI(X ‘H + ) reagent was prepared via a skimmed and collimated supersonicexpansionin
various carrier gases.Changesin the nature of the carrier gas
(i.e., He, N, , or Ar) and/or the concentration of HI (typically (6%) enabled the relative collision energy in the center-of-mass frame to be varied from roughly 0.2 to 0.5 eV.
Reagent velocity distributions were measured directly by
meansof high-resolution, two-photon Doppler spectroscopy
for Ba( ‘S, ) and through quadrupole-based time-of-flight
mass spectrometry for HI (X ‘X + ).
Rotational and vibrational state distributions for the
nascent BaI product were deduced from high-resolution
LIF spectra excited and monitored through the BaI
C 2lI-X ‘2 + transition at - 550 nm. The excitation source

for our LIF detection scheme was provided by a singlemode, cw ring dye laser, which had an actively stabilized
linewidth of -ZZ
1 MHz. Use of an integral wave meter in
conjunction with computer-controlled frequency scanning
and data acquisition enabled high-resolution, continuousstream spectra to be recorded over the entire tuning range
available to a given dye. The dye laser output was actively
power stabilized, spatially filtered, and collimated before being propagated through the Ba + HI interaction region in a
direction orthogonal to the plane defined by the crossedreagent beams. Lock-in detection, based on modulation of the
probe laser, enabledus to discriminate the resulting LIF signal from residual background noise.
IV. RESULTS
A. Rotational

state distributions

of Bal(v=O)

As suggestedby Eq. ( 13) , the extraction of specificopacity functions from reactive scattering data requires knowledgeof the rotational state distributions for individual product vibrational levels. Consequently,the populated internal
statesof our nascentBaI (X *2 + ) moleculesmust be identified and labeled with a definitive set of vibrational and rotational quantum numbers. The detailed spectroscopicinformation demandedfor such an analysisproves to be the major
technical stumbling block for direct implementation of the
kinematic constraint as originally proposed by Herschbach
more than 20 years ago.7 In particular, despite the efforts of
numerous researchgroups,29,30the BaI C 2lI-X *8 + system
utilized for the present LIF measurementsstill lacks a complete and unambiguous rovibronic assignment.The specific
difficulties associated with the spectroscopy of BaI have
been describedelsewhere23and are mentioned only briefly.
Figure 1 depicts a detailed Fortrat diagram for the BaI
C 2111,2-X*8 + (0,O) band as derived from work performed
in our laboratory. 29*31A similar set of Fortrat parabolas is
obtained for analogous rovibronic transitions to the other
spin-orbit excited state C’II,,,, which is located -756
cm - ’ above the C *III,* state. Although the large mass of
the heavy-heavy BaI product is required for rigorous appli-

200 loo -

17800

17820

Wavenumber (cm-')

FIG. 1. Fortrat diagram for the BaI C ‘Il ,,2-X *Z + (0,O) subband. The
almost identical (I,1 ) diagram is situated approximately 6 cm- ’ to the
blue, whereas the (0,O) Fortrat diagram for the other spin-orbit subband is
located roughly 756 cm - ’ to the blue.
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cation of the kinematic constraint, it also makes analysisof
the nascentrotational distributions a quite formidable task.
In part, this difficulty stems from the small, nearly equal
rotational constants for the C and X states (B~0.027
cm - 1),29which, in conjunction with the presenceof six distinct rotational branchesper spin-orbit manifold, leadto the
formation of exceptionally congestedvibronic bands. The
nonbondingnature of the electron involved in the C-X transition3* requiresthe upper statepotential surfaceto beessentially identical, in shapeand position, to that of the ground
state.Consequently,Franck-Condon factors strongly favor
Au = 0 vibronic bands that are separatedin frequency by
only the relatively small differencein vibrational constants
betweenthe Cand theXstates (viz., a:’ -tit--6 cm-‘).33
As a consequence,
a closely spacedsequenceof (u,v) Fortrat
parabolasarisessuch that the resulting density of rovibronic
transitions requires the use of techniquesnormally reserved
for hyperfine analysis just to resolve rotational fine structure.34*35
Previousbeam-gasstudies of the Ba + HI reaction8p36
were able to isolate individual rovibronic transitions within
the BaI C 211-X22 + (8,8) vibronic band by making use of
selectively detected laser-induced fluorescence (SDLIF)
spectroscopy.Unfortunately, the substantial loss in overall
signalintensity that accompaniesthe monochromator-based
implementationof this techniqueprecludedits useunder the
more rarefied conditions afforded by our crossed-beamexperimental configuration. As a result, the present beambeammeasurementsare basedon a somewhatdifferent strategy, which focuseson the relatively well-isolatedP2 (J) and
P,, (J) branchesfor the lowest Au = 0 vibronic transitions
in the BaI C-Xsystem (cf. Fig. 1). In particular, this scheme
has permitted us to characterize the distribution of reagent
impact parameters responsible for the formation of BaI
product moleculesin their vibrationless ground state.
Figure 2 demonstrateshow fully resolved rovibronic
LIF spectra,yielding unambiguousBaI(X *2 + ) rotational
distributions, havebeenobtainedthrough a judicious choice
of experimentalconditions. Here the uppermost panel depicts the high-resolution LIF spectrum observedby scanning the frequencyof our probe laser through the entire BaI
C 211,,2-X2I: + Au = 0 band system while simultaneously
monitoring the undispersedfluorescencesignal emitted by
the nascentBaI product molecules.Thesedata, taken from
the crossed-beamreaction of a “thermal” Ba( ‘So) source
with a supersonicexpansionof 6% HI(X *Z + ) in a carrier
gasmixture of N, and He, correspondto an averagerelative
translationalenergyof 7.60kcal mol - ’with a one-standarddeviationspreadof 1.47kcal mol - ‘. This distribution of reagent translational energy, combined with the exoergicity of
the Ba + HI system (i.e., AE = 7.3 k 2.0 kcal mol- ‘) as
derived from our recent measurementof D $ ( BaI),23 suggeststhat product vibrational states up to ~~37 should be
energeticallyaccessibleunder the presentexperimentalconditions.
While the actual experimental data depicted in the uppermostpanelof Fig. 2 might appearsomewhatnoisy, closer
inspectionrevealsthis “noise” to be primarily a consequence
of individual rovibronic transitions resolvedby our single-
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FIG. 2. BaI C zTl,,1 -X ‘8 + Au = 0 spectrum obtained under crossed-beam
conditions. The upper panel shows the complete (u,v) sequence. The middle panel (a detail of the red end of the upper panel) shows only P,r branch
members of the (O,O), (l,l), and (2,2) bands and the (0,O) P, bandhead
(offscale). The lower panel (a detail of the low wave number section of the
middle panel) shows only (0,O) P,, branch members. The (0,O) P,, bandhead would be expected at 17 775.05 cm-’ and the (1,l) P,, bandhead at
17780.8cm-‘.

mode excitation laser. A detailed analysis of the vibronic
features exhibited by the long-rangeBaI LIF spectrum is
reported elsewhere,23and a more systematic study of their
dependenceupon initial reagent translational energy is in
progress.Of particular importance,however,is that the lowest Au = 0 vibronic bandsclearly display the sharp doublet
featuresassociatedwith the formation of blue-shadedP, (J)
and Q12(J) bandheads.In contrast, the higher (UJ) vibronic bands exhibit only a regular modulation of spectral
intensity with no pronouncedfeatures.This oscillatory pattern can be attributed to denseregions of rovibronic structure that result from low rotational excitation (viz., J< 350)
of individual vibrational levels in the nascentBaI product.
For the investigation of specific opacity functions, the
rotational distributions exhibited by individual vibrational
levels of the nascent product are of primary concern. The
central panel of Fig. 2 shows a detailed view of the lowfrequency region from the long-rangeBaI LIF spectrum.
Although the P, (J) and Q,, (J) “double” bandheadsfor the
lowest AU = 0 vibronic bandsare evident, insufficient prod-
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uct rotational excitation exists under the present crossedbeam experimental conditions for the creation of “high-J”
P,, (J) bandheadfeatures [i.e., E,,, (BaI) < 0.9 eV] . Nevertheless, clusters of spectral lines, corresponding to P,, (J)
branch members with J values less than those required for
bandhead formation, can be readily identified.
The lowermost portion of Fig. 2 displays an extremely
magnified view of the BaI C *II 1,2-X ‘2 + LIF spectrum in a
region corresponding to the P,, (J) branch of the (0,O) vibronic band. This panel clearly illustrates how fully resolved
P,, (J) rovibronic transitions totally free of overlapping vibronic congestioncan be obtained under HI/N, /He beambeam conditions. In view of the near-identical transition
probabilities for the high-J lines of the P,2 (J) branch,37the
overall shape of the rotational distribution associatedwith
the vibrationless BaI product can be ascertained readily
from the figure.
The upper portion of Fig. 3 displays a high-resolution,
1.6 cm - ’segmentof the BaI LIF spectrum recorded under
HI/N, crossed-beamconditions. The individual members
of the P,, (J) branch, which is analogous to the P2 (J)
branch of the C ‘l13,z-X *2 + system, are cleanly resolved,
and each has been assigneda definitive value of the rotational quantum number J. Single rovibronic transitions exhibit an averagelinewidth of approximately 600 MHz with
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detailed shapesthat can be attributed to hyperfine structure.
The lower panel of Fig. 3 depicts two rotational lines of the
P,, (J) branch under Doppler-limited resolution. Here the
hyperfine features that arise from the coupling of the iodine
nuclear spin (I = 5/2) to the rotational angular momentum
of BaI are clearly revealed.” Spectroscopictransitions, resulting from the predominant selection rule AF = AJ, have
been labeled through extrapolation of BaI hyperfine measurementsrecently performed in our laboratory.38
Both Figs. 2 and 3 show a quasicontinuousbackground,
which we attribute to the weak Au = - 1 sequencein the
region of v = 25. In extracting relative intensities, a constant
offset was subtracted from the height of each rotational line.
This offset was determined at the low wavenumber end of
the spectrum (see Fig. 2, lower panel), where only unresolved features are present.
Figure 4 shows a measured distribution of rotational
population in vibrationless BaI(X *X + ) formed under
HI/N, /He crossed-beamconditions. The v = 0 rotational
distribution, as derived for the F, spin-rotation components
via the P,, (J) or Pz (J) rovibronic transitions, peaksstrongly at J-420 and exhibits an exceptionally narrow width of
approximately 60 fi. The completely non-Boltzmann nature
of this result reflects the selective population of individual
angular momentum statesas dictated by the influence of the
kinematic constraint. The average rotational excitation of
the vibrationless product is &, (u = 0) ~0.6 eV, which is
roughly isoenergetic with the rotationless level of BaI in
v = 34!
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B. Reagent velocity

To invert rotational populations into specific opacity
functions, we need to know a precise value for the relative
velocity of the reactants. Figure 5 depicts the velocity distributions independently measuredfor our effusive Ba and supersonic HI/N, /He sources.Under theseexperimental conditions, which correspond to those employed for extraction
of the BaI(v = 0) population data in Fig. 4, translational
temperaturesof 73 1 + 2 K and 10.2 + 0.1 K are determined
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FIG. 3. BaI C211,,2-X ‘Z + (0,O) P,, branch members. In the upper panel
each line is labeled by J *. In the lower panel the hyperfme structure of the
first two lines that appear in the upper panel is partly resolved and each
component is labeled by F” and J *. Note the appearance caused by the
AF = AJ propensity rule.
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FIG. 4. BaI( u = 0) product rotational population distributions. Both data
sets were recorded during the same experimental run. One distribution (circles) was measured via the BaI C ‘II ,,2-X2Z+ (O,O)P,, branch(cf.Fig.2,
lower panel) and the other (crosses) via the C’Il,,,-X*X
+ (0,O) P2
branch.
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distribution are given in the figure caption.
The dotted curve in Fig. 6 representsthe relative velocity profile reported in a recentbeam-gasinvestigation of the
Ba + HI reaction system.’The spreadin our crossed-beam
u,, (Ba-HI) distribution is more than a factor of 4 narrower
than that of the previous beam-gas study. In view of the
kinematic constraint, this decreasein the width of the relative velocity profile should facilitate the deconvolution of
quantitative reagentimpact parameterinformation from observedproduct rotational state distributions.
C. Summary of experiments

Beam Velocity. v (m a-‘)

FIG. 5. Beam velocity distributions. The experimentally determined distribution parameters (and their la uncertainties) for the experiment marked
with an asterisk in Table I are I+, = 247.6(3) m s- ‘, u, = 234.6( 1) m s- ‘,
and a, = 296.9(4) m SC’ for the Ba beam and u, = 758.9(2) m s-’ and
~1, = 36.5( 1) m S- ’ for the HI beam. The expected thermal Ba velocity
distribution for a Ba beam at the same temperature ( 13 10 K) is also shown
(dotted line). Velocity parameters follow the definitions of Ref. 23.

for the Ba and HI reagents,respectively.The slightly supersonic nature of the Ba( ‘So> beamis clearly demonstratedby
the dotted curve in Fig. 5, which denotesthe velocity profile
expectedfor a Maxwell-Boltzmann (i.e., thermal) distribution of barium atoms having an effective temperature set
equal to that of the oven crucible (viz., - 1310 K).
Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of reagentrelative
velocities v,, (Ba-HI) associatedwith the sameexperimental conditions.This plot was derived from the independently
measuredvelocity profiles for the Ba( ‘So) and HI(X ‘I: + )
reagentbeamsby converting them to the center-of-masscoordinate frame and numerically convoluting them together
subjectto the constraints imposedby the 90“crossinggeometry of our reaction apparatus.39The mean, most probable,
and standard deviation for the calculated relative velocity

1.0
ij
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,x
3 0.8
ifi

0.4

*
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The presentanalysisof specificopacity functions for the
Ba + HI systemis basedon a collection of nine data sets,the
parametersof which havebeensummarizedin Table I. Each
of these experimentsentailed the concurrent measurement
of rotational population distributions for the vibrationless
BaI (X *8 + ) product and beam velocity distributions for
both the Ba( ‘So) and HI(X ‘B + ) reagents.The studiesreported here span relative collision energieswhose average
valuesrangefrom 0.23 to 0.37 eV. Crossed-beamconditions
that yield a mean collision energyoutside of theselimits do
not permit complete isolation of the BaI (v = 0) rotational
distribution, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In particular, higher
translational energies,obtainedby increasingthe stream velocity from the HI supersonicsource,lead to the formation
of bandheadsin the P2 and P,, branches that hamper the
extraction of detailed population data for individual rovibronic levels. On the other hand, lower translation energies
gave rise to a significant degradationin the quality of observed BaI LIF spectra, most probably as a result of the
decreasein product concentration that accompaniesreduction in the velocity of the HI reagent.
V. ANALYSIS

Our goal is to find a model for the specific opacity function that simulates the observeddistribution of rotational
population for the BaI(v = 0) product. Although several
functional forms for PO(b,v,, ) have beentried,40the ensuing discussionwill focus on four examples,of varying complexity, that reveal interesting features of the Ba + HI system.
The population n (J) of BaI ( u = 0) product characterized by the rotational quantum number J is given by the
expression
m cc
n(J) =
27&e, PO(6, he, 1
SI0 0

xf(v,, NJ-

0.0
0

250
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750

1000

1250

1500

Relative Velocity, vd (m a-‘)

FIG. 6. Relative velocity distribution for the experiment marked with an
asterisk in Table I. The measured distribution peaks at 92 1 m s - ’and has a
mean value of 961 m s- ’and a standard deviation of 89 m s- ‘. The relative
velocity distribution for a beam-gas experiment (Ref. 8) (dotted line)
peaks at 600 m s - ’and has a mean value of 638 m s - ’and a standard deviationof241 ms-‘.

J’W du,,,,

(14)

where PO(b,v,,, ) is the specificopacity function whoseform
is to be determined&v,, ) is the experimentalrelative velocity distribution, and the Dirac delta function expressesthe
kinematic constraint imposed upon the magnitude of J,
namely,
IJ’I = +i[J’(J’ + I)]“*

=,uv,,b,

(15)

where we have replacedJ,, by J’.
Previous beam-gasmeasurementson the Ba + HI system have demonstratedthat only a narrow rangeof reagent
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TABLE I. Measured parameters for crossed-beam experiments in which the BaI( LI= 0) rotational distribution was probed. The data are presented in order
of ascending values of the mean relative velocity. Velocity parameters follow the definitions of Ref. 23. The asterisk denotes the experimental results that are
used as examples in Sets. IV and V and in Figs. 2 (middle and lower panels), 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9.
Ba beam

HI beam

%

i
es
*

227
253
253
183
259
248
248
251
251
183
276
234

268
177
177
242
311
235
235
392
392
281
451
267

295
323
323
306
282
297
297
252
252
296
224
292

Rotational distributions

Relative velocity

4

as

%UUl

FWHM

Jmpb

J mean

646
694
694
721
736
759
759
741
741
785
770
849

31.9
30.9
30.9
30.1
35.7
36.5
36.5
32.9
32.9
31.1
30.8
34.9

875
915
915
919
959
961
961
965
965
976
996
1035

234
229
229
227
217
210
210
208
208
217
191
200

405.5
410.5
414.5
410.5
415.5
418.5
421.5
426.5
425.5
428.5
429.5
427.5

401
404
404
405
417
414
413
420
420
418
427
422

FWHM
52
59
59
62
59
63
59
55
58
58
61
57

l Labeled rotational distributions
are shown in Fig. 8.
b Rotational state with largest population.

impact parameters,spreadover roughly 1 A, contributes to
the formation of BaI( u = 8) .8 Thesestudiesalso concluded
that analysis of the o = 8 reactive scattering data did not
require the incorporation of an explicit velocity dependence
into the specific opacity function. However, when applied to
the present BaI ( LJ= 0) results, such velocity-independent
modeling proceduresconsistently predicted rotational distributions that were substantially broader than those observedexperimentally. This behavior follows from the predominant role that the broad spread of relative reagent
velocities plays in governing the overall population of rotational statesin the BaI product [cf. Eq. ( 15) 1.
Interpretation of our BaI( u = 0) reactive scattering
data requiresthe simultaneousconsiderationof both angular
momentum and energy conservation. In contrast to
BaI (u = 8)) the BaI (U = 0) product is subject to an energybasedcutoff, above which insufficient energy exists for the
formation of product moleculesin high-J rotational states.
The spread in total energy available for the Ba + HI reaction, which arises from the initial distribution of translational energy in the reagents,implies that this upper bound
on J will be velocity dependent.Consequently,the specific
opacity function for BaI (u = 0) should contain an explicit
dependenceon v,, that derives from the requirements of
energy conservation. Equation (15) uniquely maps each
(b,u,,, ) pair into a particular product J state that, in turn, is
restricted to be lower in energy than some velocity-dependent cutoff. Consequently,PO(b,u,,, ) will exhibit a velocitydependent maximum value of the impact parameter
b,,, (u,,, ) beyond which reaction can no longer occur. Indeed, energy constraints were found to truncate all of the
model opacity functions utilized for the simulation of our
BaI ( u = 0) results.
The product state restrictions imposed by energy conservation readily follow from the partitioning of available
energy betweeninternal and translational degreesof free-

dom. Briefly, for BaI( u = 0) ,

Ere,+ AE = Em + Erect

(16)

where

(17)
Ere, = &~a-HI&I
is the relative collision energyof the reactantswith reduced
masspaaeHI,AE is the reaction exoergicity definedby23
AE=Dz(BaI)
-Di(HI),
(18)
E,, is the rotational energy of the BaI(v = 0) product,3’
and

(19)
Em = ~P,M-Hv&c
is the recoil energyofthe products with reducedmasspa,I-H.
In the absenceof any detailed information on the recoil
energy of the products, the conservation criterion of Eq.
( 16) places a velocity-dependent upper bound on the
amount of energythat can be depositedinto rotational motion for the BaI ( u = 0) product,
E,,, 5:-J&e,i- AE.

(20)

This cutoff in rotational energy translates into a velocitydependentupper limit, J,,,,, (u,,, ), for the rangeof rotational
quantum numbers that can be populated in the BaI( u = 0)
product. Subsequently,application of the kinematic constraint yields the maximum value that the reactive impact
parametercan attain for a given relative velocity,

bm,,(u,,,> =

’
1%4i1V,,I
x{J,,, to,,, 1 [J,,, to,,, 1 -I- 113"'. (21)

It is evident that application of energy conservationto
the Ba + HI systemrequiresdetailedknowledgeof the reaction exoergicity AE as defined by Eq. ( 18). Although the
dissociationenergyfor HI is believedto be known with high
accuracy [viz., D z (HI) = 70.429f 0.025 kcal mol - ‘1 ,I8
the correspondingquantity for BaI has long beena matter of
considerablecontention and speculation.Basedupon the ap-
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plication of energy-balancearguments to the reactantsand
products of crossed-beamreactions, we have recently reported a lower limit for D g ( BaI) of 76.8 + 1.7 kcal mol - ’
(Ref. 23). When combined with the upper bound of
D z (BaI) = 78.5 + 0.5 kcal mol - ’derivedfrom earlier predissociationstudies,41our measurementssuggesta BaI bond
energyof 77.7 + 2.0 kcal mol - ‘. This value, yielding an exoergicity of AE = 7.3 f 2.0 kcal mol- ’ for the Ba + HI
+ BaI + H system,is in good agreementwith the massspectrometric results recently obtainedby Hildenbrand.42
A simple but misleading form for PO(b,u,, ) can be
drawn from the ubiquitous hard-spheremodel for reactive
encounters.’Here the overall probability for reaction is
usually expressedin terms of a total opacity function [cf. Eq.
(2) ] that is equalto unity for all impact parameterslessthan
some maximum value b,,, and zero otherwise. Although
this predictedbehavior might appearto be overly simplistic,
trajectory calculations performed on the kinematically constrained Ba + HCVHBr systems have verified a steplike
functionality for P(b,v,, ) and have rationalized its occurrencethrough a centrifugal or angularmomentum barrier.24
Thesestudiesalso demonstratedthe hard-sphereshapefor
the total opacity function to be relatively independentof reagent collision energy and potential energy hypersurface.In
contrast, the magnitude of b,,, was found to dependquite
strongly on both of thesedynamical quantities.
A plausiblehard-spheremodel for the BaI ( u = 0) specific opacity function might have the form
Po(b,u,,,) =H[b,,,(v,,)

--b],

(22)

where b,,, (u,,, ) is defined by Eq. (21) and
H [Lx Cure,
1 - b ] d enotes a Heavyside function that is
equal to unity for b<b,,, (u,,, ) and zero otherwise. Note
that an explicit velocity dependencehas beenincorporated
into PO(b,u,, ) through considerationof the restrictions imposedupon b,,, by virtue of energy-balancerequirements.
To test the validity of a hard-sphere model for the
BaI( u = 0) specific opacity function, a nonlinear leastsquares regressionwas performed simultaneously on the
nine data setscompiled in Table I. Here the relative velocity
distributions determined for the reagentswere convoluted,
in the mannersuggestedby the kinematic constraint, with a
steplike distribution of impact parametersas describedby
Eq. (22). Becauseseparateexperimental measurementsof
u = 0 rotational populations are not absolutelycalibrated in
amplitude, eachdata set was assignedan independentscaling factor that was determined within the nonlinear fit. For
this analysis,the only adjustablequantity of dynamical significance was the BaI dissociation energy0: (BaI), which
served to define the velocity-dependentcutoff for reactive
impact parameters.
Figure 7 (a) depicts the results of modeling the specific
opacity function for BaI( u = 0) by the hard-sphereform of
Eq. (22). Clearly, the simulated rotational distribution generatedby this procedureis much too broad, with significant
population predicted to exist in low angular momentum
states. Furthermore, as shown in Table II, the BaI bond dissociation energy derived from this analysis is greater than
the upper bound of 78.5 f 0.5 kcal mol - ’imposedby ear-
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FIG. 7. Experimental and simulated rotational population distributions
with their associated model opacity functions. All panels show data for the
experiment marked with an asterisk in Table I. In each panel a different
form for P0 (b,v,, ) is used, as described in the text. The opacity functions
are drawn for v,, = 92 1 m s - ‘, which is the most probable relative velocity
for this experiment. Optimized parameter values are given in Table II.

lier predissociationstudies.4’Therefore, we conclude that
all impact parametersconsistent with the energy conservation criterion of Eq. (20) cannot lead to reaction with equal
probability.
Noda and Zare’ have suggesteda particularly simple
theory for explaining the dynamical consequencesof kinematically constrainedreactions.Here the relative recoil energy in the products is assumedto be constant, so that
f(E,,)
=&Em
-E,),
(23)
whereE, is a positive number.Taking into account the ener-

gy-balancerequirementsofEq. ( 16), this “constant product
recoil” (CPR) model implies that the specific opacity function responsiblefor the formation of BaI(v = 0) product
should be of the form

Po(b,v,, 1 =

A
2&

( ure1)u,,l

S[b---o(v,,,)],

(24)

where A is a proportionality constant that dependson the
experimentalconditions and b, (v,,, ) is obtainedby solving
Eq. (16) for the impact parametersubject to the condition
that E, = E,. This calculation of 6, (u,i ) is analogousto
that utilized for the determination of b,,,,, ( v,.~,) exceptthat
the value of AE utilized for Eq. (2 1) must be replaced by
AE - E,, . Note onceagainthat energyconservationhas led
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TABLE II. Parameter values for model opacity functions as derived from nonlinear least-squares analyses
performed on the rotational distribution marked with an asterisk in Table I.

Label’ Model

C

Step function
Constant product recoil
Fixed truncated Gaussian

d

Sliding truncated Gaussian

a
b

x’

Parameter ( la uncertainty)

42.9
18.8
1.79

0: (BaI) = 79.20(24) kcal mol-’
0: (BaI) -E,= = 76.66(4) kcal mol-’
b,, = 6.09(5) A, a,, = 0.85 ii”
Dt(BaI) = 78.42(2) kcal mol-’
A= -2.11(8),o~=0.85Ab
0: (BaI) = 77.88(3) kcal mol-’

1.36

’ Labels used in Fig. 7 for the same model.
b Fixed.

to the incorporation of an explicit velocity dependenceinto
the v = 0 specific opacity function.
The validity of the CPR model was assessed
by performing a global least-squaresregressionon the experimental
data sets compiled in Table I. For this analysis, the only
adjustable parameter of dynamical significance could be
equated with the quantity 0: (BaI) - Eo. A value of
76.64 f 0.02 kcal mol - ’ was obtained for D g (BaI) - E,,
which, given the recently determined BaI bond energy of
77.7 f 2.0 kcal mol - ’ (Ref. 23), is in good agreementwith
the expected small magnitude of E;, (viz., E. ) in the
Ba + HI system.’
Comparison of the experimental and calculated v = 0
rotational distributions, as illustrated in Fig. 7(b), reveals
qualitative agreement.From this we conclude that the specific opacity function must be strongly peakedas a function
of b. More detailed examination of Fig. 7(b) showsthat the
CPR model fits well the high-J part of the distribution but
fails on the low-J part.
Comparison of the results generatedfrom the hardsphereand CPR simulations suggeststhat a more satisfactory form for the v = 0 specific opacity function should allow reactivity to peak near b,,, (v,, ) while still retaining a
finite range of reactive impact parametersthat extends toward smaller b values.Two schemesthat fulfill thesecriteria
have beenexamined. In one, known as the “fixed truncated
Gaussian”model, PO(b,v,,, ) is given by

sociation energyderived from this analysisis consistentwith
that obtained from previous energy-balance measurements.23
In another schemefor the v = 0 specific opacity function, an attempt was madeto retain a near-constantreaction
probability over the full range of relative reagentvelocities.
For this “sliding truncated Gaussian”model, the form of
PO(b,v,,, ) was taken to be the sameas that given in Eq. (25)
but b. was assumedto be a function of v,, ,
bo = 4,,,, (v,,l) - Au,.,,
(26)
where ,Xis an adjustablescaling factor.
The numerical results generatedfrom the sliding truncated Gaussianmodel are contained in Table II and a com-

II

l-1 18 0 1 .I II

I,,,,,,,I

(25)

where the adjustable parameters are b,, the center of the
Gaussian,ub, proportional to the width of the Gaussian,and
D z (BaI), which is used in the calculation of the velocitydependent maximum value of the impact parameter
k-,,,,(u,,) [cf. Eq. (2111.
The parametervaluesdeterminedfrom a global nonlinear least-squaresregressionof our data sets with the fixed
truncated Gaussianmodel for PO(b,u,, ) are containedin the
caption to Fig. 8. Figure 7(c) shows a comparison of the
observed and calculated rotational distributions for
BaI( v = 0) in the specific test casewe have chosen.Clearly,
the agreementbetweentheory and experiment is quite satisfactory, although the range of reagent relative velocities is
limited in the presentstudies.In addition, the BaI bond dis-
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FIG. 8. Experimental and simulated rotational distributions. The experimental distributions (circles) are labeled as in Table I. The solid lines are
best-fit simulations derived from a global nonlinear least-squares fit to the
nine data sets with different relative velocities using the sliding truncated
Gaussian model. The parameters calculated (and their la uncertainties)
were /2= -2.01(5),
(TV=0.85(fixed)
A, and Dg(BaI) =77.95(2)
kcal mol - ‘. The corresponding results for the fixed truncated Gaussian
model are b,, = 5.14(9) A, o, = 0.59(3) A, and Dz(BaI) =78.48(l)
kcal mol - ‘.
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parison of the predicted u = 0 rotational distribution with
that determinedfrom experimentalmeasurementsis shown
in Fig. 7 (d). As in the caseof the fixed truncated Gaussian
scheme,a quite satisfactory agreementis found betweenthe
calculated and observed product-state populations. This
point is reinforced by Fig. 8, which displays the velocitydependentsimulations obtained from the sliding truncated
Gaussianopacity function for eachof the data setsincluded
in the presentstudy. As might be expected,the BaI dissociation energyderived from this analysisis also in good accord
with the currently acceptedvalue of D g (BaI).23V42
Despitetheir inherent differences,both of the truncated
Gaussianmodelsfor the v = 0 specificopacity function provide equally good simulations of our experimental results.
This stemsprimarily from the limited rangeof reagentrelative velocitiesprobedin the presentstudy. Furthermore, the
severetruncation of reactive impact parametersintroduced
by the restrictions of energyconservationyields nearly identical shapesof PO(b,u,,, ) for the fixed and sliding Gaussian
forms over the range of v,i investigated.
The conclusions deduced from our opacity function
analysescan best be understoodby referenceto the truncated Gaussianmodel results presentedin Fig. 9. Here we show
a contour map of the BaI (v = 0) doubly differential cross
section,which is defined,in analogy of Eq. (2), by
a zoo
=
ab au,,

2rbp,

(27)

(be, >fCu,,, 1.

The coordinate axes for this plot are provided by the
independentreaction variablesof b and v,r with dotted lines
superimposedso as to denote reactive encountersthat involve specific amounts of angular momentum. The dashed
curve servesto divide the (bp,,, ) plane into energetically
accessibleand inaccessibleregions,assuggestedby the quantity b,,, ( ure,) definedin Eq. (2 1). Although the CPR model
for PO(b,u,, ) would predict reactivity to be concentrated

only along the dash-dot line, the truncated Gaussianform
clearly provides for a rangeof reactive impact parametersat
any given relative reagentvelocity. More importantly, for
the experimental conditions utilized in the present study
[ viz.,f( u,,, ) 1, only a narrow distribution of impact parameters is found to lead to the formation of BaI moleculesin
u = 0. All other b valuesdo not contribute to the formation
of BaI(u = 0), i.e., they give rise to BaI in other vibrational
statesor they lead to no reaction.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

The BaI (v = 0) product formed from the crossed-beam
reaction of Ba + HI -+ BaI + H is found to be highly rotationally excited. The rotational quantum-state distribution
peaks near J = 420 and exhibits an exceptionally narrow
width of approximately 60 +i.Careful selectionof experimental conditions, designedto avoid the extensive overlap of
vibronic structure inherent to the optical spectroscopyof
BaI, enabledproduct rotational populations to be obtained
for severaldifferent relative reagentvelocities. Although the
peak of the v = 0 rotational distribution shifts to higher J
valueswith increasingvrel,its overall shapedoesnot appear
to changesignificantly (seeFig. 8).
By using conservationof energy and angular momentum, we could determinethe approximateform of the specific opacity function leadingto formation of BaI( v = 0). This
opacity function peaks close to the energy-limited impact
parameter( -4.5 A), is very narrow (FWHM-0.3 A), and
is extremely asymmetric. Sincethe experimentaldata do not
cover a wide range of relative velocities and are subject to
signal-to-noiselimitations, their analysis could not determine the detailedshapeof the opacity function. In any event,
the reactive impact parametersdeducedfrom our study are
much larger than the classicalouter turning point (i.e., - 3.2
A> of vibrational motion for BaI( v = 0) moleculesexcited
to high-lying rotational levels. This strongly suggeststhat
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FIG. 9. Contour diagram of the probability
density for the reaction Ba + HI-+BaI
(u = 0) + H. The calculation of the reaction probability is based on the fixed truncated Gaussian model using the parameters
shown in Table II. The dashed line represents the energetic limit for the reaction assuming the same value for 0: (Bar). The
dash-dot line shows the b. (u,, ) values for
the constant product recoil model. The dotted lines represent the loci of b and a,, values that correspond to the indicated values
of J. The solid line along the a,, axis is the
relative velocity for this experiment. The
solid line along the b axis is the opacity function for the most probable relative velocity.
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the Ba-I bond distance decreasesprior to ejection of the H
atom and formation of the BaI (u = 0) product.
The maximum impact parameter decreasesslowly as a
function of relative reagent velocity in a manner determined
by the reaction exoergicity. This dependenceenabled the
nonlinear least-squaresanalyses performed for the determination of specific opacity functions to derive a new estimate for the dissociation energy of BaI, viz.,
D i ( BaI) = 78.2 f 0.5 kcal mol - ‘. This value is comparable with our previously reported value of 77.7 + 2.0
kcal mol - ’ ( Ref. 23 ) .
Energy conservation imposesan upper bound of roughly 1.1X lo4 m s - ’for the relative recoil velocity of the BaI
and H products. However, the model opacity functions deduced from the presentstudy suggesta somewhat lower value of u,, ~3.5 x IO3 m s- I. Based on a “worst-case” estimate for the departing impact parameter [viz., sum of the
HI bond length and half of the BaI(u = 0) bond length,
where the latter is taken at the outer turning point], this
recoil velocity corresponds to a maximum product orbital
angular momentum of only 18fi, Therefore, 1Jprod1%]Lprod1,
and the key approximation of the kinematic constraint, that
IL,, ] z ]Jr, (, is well satisfied for the Ba + HI reaction
system.
When compared and contrasted with the results derived
from earlier beam-gas studies,8 the reactive scattering data
of the present study revealsseveralinteresting trends. Both
the v = 0 and II = 8 specific opacity functions are exceptionally narrow and well localized in the (b,v,, ) plane (seeFig.
9). Moreover, the averageor most probable impact parameter moves toward lower values with increasing product vibrational excitation. This behavior, which has beencorroborated by ongoing beam-gaswork in our laboratory, suggests
a simple, impulsive model for the Ba + HI system. Here,
through detailed consideration of the classicalmechanicsfor
colliding particles, reactive encounters involving small impact parameters should yield vibrationally excited product
molecules that are in turn rotationally cold. Conversely,
large impact parameter collisions give rise to product molecules in low vibrational states,with substantial excitation in
rotational degreesof freedom. Thus the decomposition of
P( b,v,,, ) into the sum of P, (b,v,, ) resemblesthe shell structureofanonion [seeEq. (6)J.
Taken to its logical extension, the simple impulsive
model may be usedto estimate the total cross section for the
Ba + HI reaction and to provide a qualitative explanation
for the form of the vibrational population distribution. The
BaI( u = 0) product arises from the largest reactive impact
parameter, whereas the BaI (v = vmax) product arises from
b-0. Therefore, assuming b,,, = 4.5 A leads to a hardspheretotal cross section of n-b i,, = 64 A’. This value is in
good agreement with that suggestedby earlier work.” Becauseenergy conservation truncated those larger values of b
that contribute lower vibrational levels, and because the
population in a vibrational level increasesasthe squareof the
impact parameter, these two effectswork together to yield a
bell-shapedpopulation distribution of the vibrational levels.
Such distributions have beenobservedunder beam-gas con-

acteristic behavior exhibited by the Ba + HX reaction family, where X = F, Cl, Br, and I.21 Measurementsdesignedto
explore the specific opacity function for Ba + HI as a function of the vibrational level of the BaI product are currently
in progress.

ditionsw8*”Similar argumentsmight also explain this char-
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